Subject Matter Experts
Phone: 734-662-1287

- Carla Bailo, President and CEO: expertise includes smart mobility, smart cities, CAV technologies, transportation systems, manufacturing, engineering, program management and polymeric and composite materials, and product planning
  - cbailo@cargroup.org | Twitter: @carlamobility
- Eric Paul Dennis, Senior Transportation Systems Analyst: expertise includes connected and automated vehicle technologies, transportation systems, transportation engineering, and CAV regulations
  - epdennis@cargroup.org | Twitter: @EricPaulDennis
- Kristin Dziczek, Vice President, Research: expertise includes economics, vehicle sales and production trends, product, unions, employment and talent, public policy, trade, industry structure, supplier-manufacturer relations, and economic development/incentives
  - kdziczek@cargroup.org | Twitter: @kdziczek
- Zahra Bahrami Fard, Transportation Systems Analyst: expertise includes connected and automated vehicle technologies, smart cities and urban planning, and smart mobility.
  - zbahrani@cargroup.org
- Qiang Hong, Senior Research Scientist: expertise includes connected and automated vehicle technologies, transportation systems, Chinese automotive and mobility industries, urban planning, and freight planning
  - qhong@cargroup.org
- Shashank Modi, Research Engineer: expertise includes materials, manufacturing, fuel economy, lightweighting, and Coalition for Lightweighting Materials (CALM)
  - smodi@cargroup.org | Twitter: @autoeninja
- Brett Smith, Director, Research: expertise includes powertrain, electric vehicles, fuel economy, CAR’s Powertrain Forum, the Management Briefing Seminars, industry structure, supplier-manufacturer relations, and product analysis.
  - Bsmith@cargroup.org | Twitter: @A2Brettski
- Bernard Swiecki, Director, ACP and Senior Automotive Analyst: expertise includes economics, vehicle sales and production trends, product, employment and talent, trade, industry structure, supplier-manufacturer relations, economic development and incentives, and the Automotive Communities
  - Bswiecki@cargroup.org | Twitter: @BernardSwiecki

For additional information, interview requests or other assistance, please contact CAR’s director of affiliates and integrated marketing communications:

- Katie Ramsburgh kramsburgh@cargroup.org | Twitter: @kramsburgh